Determination of the scale of segregation of low dose tablets using hyperspectral imaging.
In this work, near infrared (NIR) hyperspectral imaging was used to quantify the spatial distribution of drug in tablets containing tolmetin sodium dihydrate. Hyperspectral data cubes were generated by imaging the same spatial region of a sample while illuminated by a laser at a different wavelength for each image. Images were generated for wavelengths ranging from 1100 to 2200 nm. Ten tablets with concentrations ranging from 0.0 to 10.0% w/w tolmetin were imaged, and the scales of segregation were calculated for the tablets. Lactose anhydrous was used as the diluent, and all mixtures contained 0.5% magnesium stearate as a lubricant. This research has shown hyperspectral imaging to be viable tool for quantifying segregation of low dose drugs in tablets.